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MESSAGE FROM
THE REFERENCE GROUP

We respectfully acknowledge the Yaluk-ut Weelam clan 
of the Boon Wurrung. We pay our respect to their Elders, 
both past and present. We acknowledge and uphold their 
continuing relationship to this land on which we rely.

We recognise the intrinsic connection of Traditional  
Owners to Country and acknowledge their contribution in 
the management of land, water and resources. 

This document is a Place Plan, reflecting the discussions,  
ideas and aspirations of the Fitzroy Street community.  

It has been prepared over the last 12 months in discussion  
with all members of our community who have a deep 
understanding of this place, the residents, businesses,  
property owners, welfare organisations and our school 
community.

We are so excited for our community to continue collaborating 
with us and can't wait to see these projects and initiatives in the 
Place Plan come to life, for the benefit of our entire community 
and our beloved Fitzroy Street.

Fitzroy Street Reference Group

Image by Jimmy Logan, Sway Digital Agency
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INTRODUCTION

The city of Port Phillip has an established social, cultural and economic heritage, 
with a proud tradition of supporting the arts, culture, tourism, events and 
visitation to our renowned destinations.

Our cultural life is highly regarded, 
and together with our strong history 
of diversity and inclusion, is an 
essential part of our City. Our City is 
a connected series of local, unique 
places; some globally famous, 
some nationally iconic, some local 
and anonymous. These places play 
a crucial role in our community’s 
prosperity and quality of life.

Port Phillip is a highly sought after 
location to live, and St Kilda is the sixth 
most visited place in Victoria, with over  
1.9 million visitors per year*.

A destination within its own right, 
Fitzroy Street, St Kilda has historically 
provided a great connection. For many 
thousands of years this track provided 
a link for the Aboriginal People of the 
Kulin Nation between the foreshore 
and the hunting grounds of the 
swamps and lagoons in the area now 
home to Albert Park Lake.  

In the nineteenth century the 
formalisation of the track as a major 
road provided access from Melbourne 
to the then developing seaside 
resort town. This was when many of 
the characteristics now cherished by 
visitors and locals were established, 
including the broad formal boulevard, 
wide footpaths, avenue planting,  
tram line and buildings such as the 
George, Prince of Wales and the 
Gatwick that historically provided 
accommodation and entertainment.  

Today, locals and visitors come to  
the area to watch the sunset from the 
Esplanade Hotel or to catch a gig at 
The Prince or one of the many smaller 
bars and music venues. They meet 
up at many of the restaurants and 
cafés prior to school pick up, before 
experiencing the expanse of Albert 
Park and watching world class cricket 
at Junction Oval.  

Fitzroy Street continues to evolve,  
most recently welcoming investments 
at some of our iconic venues.  
The much-anticipated completion 
of the Victorian Pride Centre will 
provide a home for Victoria’s LGBTIQ 
community in the heart of our Street.   
These investments will be integral 
to Fitzroy Street's future, playing an 
important role in its revival, and more 
broadly contributing to St Kilda’s 
liveability and attraction.   

This is a place with visible layers of 
history, character and a lively past,  
to which our community has a 
passionate attachment. 

* 
https://www.business.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/
pdf_file/0009/1865160/Melbournes_Top_
Attractions_year_ending_June_2019.pdf

This is a place with visible 
layers of history, character 
and a lively past, to which 
our community has 
a passionate attachment.
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THE PLACEMAKING PROCESS
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WHAT IS PLACEMAKING?

The placemaking approach for Fitzroy Street is based on the premise that those who use  
the Street have the deepest understanding of this place and should take a lead in shaping its future. 

Council has been led over the last  
12 months by listening and working 
with residents, business owners, traders 
and associations, to articulate our 
shared vision and needs for Fitzroy 
Street’s future. 

When communities feel a sense of 
ownership of a public place it is more 
likely to function better, be safer and 
more activated. It is in everyone’s 
interests to understand how our places 
are used and to partner with the 
community and other stakeholders in 
planning, using and caring for our  
public places.

Placemaking is an action learning 
process that enables all parts of the 
community and Council to work 
together to create great places.   

The process seeks to answer three 
questions:

• What has been the identity, history 
and importance/value of the place in 
the past?

• What is the current identity and value 
of the place to different place users?

• What is the desired future identity 
of the place that meets the needs of 
most place users and how can place 
users work together to create or 
curate this desired identity?

Most great places share four key 
attributes: 

• They are accessible and well 
connected to other important places 
in the area. 

• They are comfortable and project  
a good image. 

• They attract people to participate  
in activities there. 

• They are sociable environments in 
which people want to gather and  
visit again and again.

Through our placemaking efforts we 
seek to increase the place capital of the 
Street. Place capital includes several 
elements: 

• social (e.g. community leadership, 
participation, volunteering, inclusion 
and wellbeing)

• cultural (e.g. street life activation, 
innovation, creative and artistic 
expression, as well as attachment to, 
and significance of the place)

• economic (e.g. entrepreneurship, 
business growth and sustainability 
and affordability)

• physical (e.g. accessibility, 
connectivity, safety, comfort, 
attractiveness) 

• environmental elements  
(e.g. environmental sustainability, 
awareness and participation)

The Fitzroy Street Reference Group has 
identified several indicators it will use to 
assess changes to place capital over the 
life of this program. These are outlined 
on page 37.

Place governance
Placemaking within Fitzroy Street is 
provided with a governance framework 
that enables the Reference Group and 
Council the opportunity to experiment 
in the Street, by testing ideas and 
initiatives prior to making permanent 
changes.   

Ideas identified through place planning 
forums and the Reference Group will 
dovetail with Council’s longer-term 
planning for Fitzroy Street through 
the St Kilda Structure Plan that will 
commence in 2020. This will provide 
an integrated vision for the physical 
environments of Fitzroy Street, which will 
consider accessibility and movement, 
future built form and the Street 
environment. 

Step 1:  
Form a Place  
Leadership 
Group
• Build place 

leadership

• Place audit

• Place data

• Share local 
knowledge

• Define current 
place identity

Step 2:  
Gather and 
share  
data and 
knowledge
Current place 
book

Step 3:  
Agree future 
vision and plan
Agreed place 
vision

Year 2

Step 1:  
Identify co-contribution 
opportunities

Step 2:  
Implement Place Plan 
with focus on Lighter-
Quicker-Cheaper

Activities include:

• Test with temporary public infrastructure

• Facilitate public sector investment

• Test deregulation through pilots

• Facilitate local place leadership

Step 1:  
Continue to 
gather and  
share data and 
knowledge

Step 2:  
Adjust Place  
Plan as 
required 
using action 
learning  
approach

Activities include:

• Plan for permanent public 
infrastucture

• Private sector investment

• Permanent deregulation

• Model and resources for Local 
Place management

Step 3:  
Formal 
evaluation and 
next steps
Future place 
book

Did we succeed?

Year 1 Year 3Year 2
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WHY A PLACE PLAN?

The Fitzroy Street Place Plan will provide a blueprint for our community to co-create a thriving  
environment. This Plan sets out directions and ideas for actions that may be delivered over 
the next two years through our collective placemaking efforts.  

Throughout 2019, Council worked with 
the community to collectively generate 
and in some circumstances trial ideas, 
to develop a vision for the future of 
Fitzroy Street. 

Of greatest importance to the 
community were delivering outcomes 
to create an active place addressing 
safety, and building on our depth of arts 
and cultural heritage.  

Placemaking within Fitzroy Street 
presents several unique challenges and 
opportunities. In response to many 
of the challenges encountered, our 
community have expressed both  
a deep bond that connects them to this 
place, but also an inherent concern with 
current conditions. There is a strong 
desire to embrace the opportunity 
of this place through our collective 
efforts, with the support of appropriate 
services.  

The Street’s decline in economic 
activity is apparent through ongoing 
retail vacancies, lack of investment in 
commercial building stock and poor 
perceptions of community safety and 
visitation. Commercial retail strips 
experience cyclical periods of health and 
decline, and vacancies in the order of 
three to eight per cent would represent 
a typical range for a commercial retail 
strip. Fitzroy Street has experienced  
a sustained period of disinvestment with 
extensive vacancies being noted in  
2014 (18.2 per cent), 2015 (15.5 per cent) 
and 2016 (24 per cent) and most recently 
in 2019 (32 percent).

The prolonged period has led to a 
decline in visible visitation and trade 
and is a critical issue in addressing 
low level of business confidence and 
investment. This is further compounded 
by seasonal impacts, social issues, 
and principal emphasis on the night 
economy.  

The poor economic health of this  
Street is also reflected through 
community sentiment and sense of 
wellbeing. Place Audits conducted by 
place users in November 2018 indicated 
substantial variation in responses.  
The section between Grey Street and 
the Upper Esplanade, showed lower 
levels of activity and perceptions of 
safety, in comparison to other sections 
of the Street.    

Many of the issues we are challenged 
by are complex and there are no quick 
fixes. We each have a role to play to 
maintain a safe and active Street that is 
amenable for all users. At the same time 
as delivering placemaking within Fitzroy 
Street, Council will continue to facilitate 
and leverage across a number of key 
action areas, communities and levels  
of government. 

Critical in addressing key needs will 
include working in partnership with 
the State Government to improve 
perceptions of safety and to deliver 
adequate resourcing of support services 
and housing. Council is part of a multi-
agency approach involving police, 
welfare organisations and governments.  

We are continuing to work with traders 
and residents on issues that are 
important to them. This includes the 
development of Council’s Community 
Safety Plan, the Clean Streets Service 
Review and strategies relating to 
housing and homelessness through In 
Our Backyard and Project Zero.  

Council is committed to ensuring our 
Street is as clean and safe as possible, 
while continuing to care for those 
who are most vulnerable within our 
community.  

We are also keen to co-create a truly 
great Street, that rivals any previously 
brilliant heyday. 

FITZROY STREET PLACE PLAN 9

PLACEMAKING
• Activations
• Business attraction
• Investment
• Planning and design
• Quick wins, projects and  

initiatives

HUMAN SERVICES
• Outreach
• Housing
• Health, drug and 

alcohol

SAFETY AND AMENITY
• Policing
• Local laws and  

enforcement
• Street cleaning and 

maintenance
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Approaches for improvement

To co-create a truly great street for 
the future, we require a collaborative 
effort between Council and the 
Community, utilising these three 
approaches to improvement.

FITZROY STREET PLACE PLAN
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Our aspiration
FITZROY STREET PLACE PLAN

BREATHING NEW LIFE 
INTO FITZROY STREET - 
BOULEVARD TO THE BAY

Our vision is to invigorate the 
Fitzroy Street precinct to a place 
where locals and visitors meet 
to enjoy the real character of 
St Kilda, a City that is creative, 
always welcoming and never dull.

Fitzroy Street has a unique charm that captures  
the eccentricities of St Kilda. It is a melting pot of 
the elegant and scruffy, a meeting place of culture 
and history, a promenade of fun and folly that leads 
to the sea. 

This boulevard is a rich slice of life, a place with 
an underbelly, where difference and expression 
are highly prized, where music, art, film, design 
and ideas have created a place that is rough and 
refined, loud, arty and noisy like no other.

A stroll down its wide promenade takes you 
through three different places that in future we  
see as the Beach End, Culture and Pride, and  
the Park End.

Fitzroy Street placemaking precinct and its three places
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FITZROY STREET, ST KILDA  

OUR ASPIRATION

Image by p1xels
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The placemaking approach
is defined by the recognition
that when it comes to public
spaces, the community is
the expert.

Beach End
This gentle curve of wide pavements and palm trees 
leads to Acland Street and around to the Esplanade 
with its fine Victorian Hotels and architecture.  
It is the connection to the elegant Catani Gardens, 
the historic yacht squadron, pier and beyond. 
It is the perfect place for venues and live music, 
people watching, and taking in the sea air and the 
sweeping views.

Culture and Pride
The defiant cultural heart of Fitzroy Street,  
a place where generations of old school restaurants 
continue to thrive, and the sense of difference, 
utility, reinvention and renewal will bring artists, 
entrepreneurs and businesses to create a new  
street life and amenity.

Park End
The green gateway to St Kilda offers a place 
of parklands and bowling greens, picnics and 
sporting events, school and community connection 
complemented by its neighbouring theatre, shops  
and cafés, eateries and bars perfect to relax with 
friends at any time of day.

OUR ASPIRATION12 FITZROY STREET PLACE PLAN
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Priorities for 
2019 to 2020

KEY OUTCOMES

Through the consideration of all ideas suggested 
and the aspiration for our Street’s future,  
key outcomes have been identified as being 
critical to the future success of Fitzroy Street.

• A safe and comfortable street  
that ensures all residents and 
visitors feel safe and welcome 
within this place.

• An active street with a sustainable 
and dynamic business environment 
that has what we want and need, 
across the day and night, and 
across all four seasons.

• A place that expresses and fosters 
cultural diversity, creativity and 
artistic expression.

• Pride of place and amenity 
providing a comfortable street 
environment, that looks good and 
is well serviced.

• An engaging street that shares 
our understanding of this place, 
its depth of culture and our First 
People.

Our intent is to ensure our actions 
on the Street overall, and the places 
within it, respond to both local and 
broader visitors’ needs.  

Our placemaking initiatives may trial 
ideas that inform the preparation of 
more permanent outcomes. These 
may be considered through the 
pending development of a vision for 
the physical environments of Fitzroy 
Street, that considers accessibility 
and movement, future built form and 
the Street’s environment.

14 FITZROY STREET PLACE PLAN



Priority initiatives to be overseen and driven by the Reference Group will focus on creating  
reasons for locals to re-engage and visit Fitzroy Street, increasing activity and visitation to provide  
a vibrant, comfortable street environment. 

The Fitzroy Street Reference Group will collaborate with the broader precinct community to provide coordinated delivery of the following  
key outcomes during 2019/20 through the following actions:

Action 1: 
Love My Place grants program
Increasing activity through a rolling 
program of activations, events, initiatives 
or projects that build on the narrative 
of this place through the establishment 
of the Love My Place grants program. 
These grants will be overseen by a 
committee that will include members of 
the Reference Group. 

Applications through local groups 
and committees will be encouraged 
to creatively consider project ideas 
and initiatives identified as community 
priorities including precinct welcomers, 
an Indigenous Trail, outdoor cinema, 
picnic tables, establishing a weekly 
fresh food or farmers market between 
The Esplanade and Grey Street, events 
that complement and build on those 
that already exist including St Kilda 
Festival, Grand Prix, Pride March and 
MidSumma Festival, seasonal events 
(spring floral show, winter wine-tasting) 
and broadening the celebration of local 
art and music.

Action 2: 
Shop activation
Short term activation of vacant 
commercial frontages with creators 
and makers. Facilitate quality retailers, 
businesses, organisations, to provide 
daytime trade, music venues and other 
creative enterprises both short-term 
and long-term.

Action 3: 
Supporting our community 
Actively support initiatives that respond 
to people experiencing homelessness 
and for those who work to provide 
adequate housing options. We will work 
to ensure no member of our community 
needs to sleep rough on Fitzroy Street. 
This will include working alongside 
Council’s Port Phillip Zero initiatives. 
We will share our understanding of how 
to assist our most vulnerable members 
of our community.  

Action 4: 
Art activation – Luminous   
Creation of temporary artworks to 
celebrate the diversity of this iconic and 
much-loved Street.

Action 5: 
Links to our community    
Leverage and improve the presence 
of major sporting and other events 
in the Street, such as the Grand Prix 
and Cricket at Junction Oval.  Ensure 
the St Kilda Football Club has a place 
in its spiritual home here on Fitzroy 
Street and their presence reflects their 
historic identity at Junction Oval, but 
also celebrates the club’s leadership of 
inclusion and pride.

Priority initiatives 
to be overseen and 
driven by the Reference 
Group will focus on 
creating reasons for 
locals to re-engage and 
visit Fitzroy Street, 
increasing activity and 
visitation to provide 
a vibrant, comfortable 
street environment.
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Community ideas
FITZROY STREET - BOULEVARD TO THE BAY 
For the Street overall and the three 
places within, community and key 
stakeholders have identified an 
expansive series of actions and 
ideas to create a great place. These 
conversations have identified a need  
to provide high level strategic direction 
for Fitzroy Street’s future. 

In many ways the Street has evolved 
in response to new uses and 
infrastructure, traffic and transport 
changes. Many of these changes have 
made it difficult to walk, ride or drive 
through different areas within the 
precinct. Regardless, Fitzroy Street still 
retains its historic structure and social 
character as a culturally iconic place. 
Opportunity is provided to re-imagine 
the future activity and redevelopment 
of select locations within the Street that 
can build on its historical form. 

Key challenges faced include the lack 
of an active retail experience along the 
full length of the street, and between 
key destinations and attractions. A key 
desire has been expressed to articulate 
how we foster the artistic expression of 
this place within the public environment 
and adjacent shopfronts.

Community members that wish to 
advance these ideas may contact the 
Placemaking team during 2020/21. 

2

5

3

4

9

9

9
9

12

11

Recent investments

1   Redeveloped Junction Oval / Cricket Victoria

2   Victorian Pride Centre (under construction)

3   The Esplanade Hotel

4   The Prince

5   Rainbow Road

1

Projects and ideas

6   Seating provision and locations

7   Trader greening of the Street

8   Ambient lighting

9   Art in the Street

10   Cultural trail

11   Vacant shop activations

12   Review bike lane

  Not on map

10
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Acland Street
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FITZROY STREET BOULEVARD TO THE BAY 

Outcomes Community ideas for action In progress

A considered vision for our future Develop an integrated vision for the physical environments of the Fitzroy Street Placemaking Precinct that 
considers accessibility and movement, future built form and the street environment

Commencing 2020

A safe and comfortable street Review seating provision and locations

Advocate for an increase in police on the Street and explore opportunities to increase presence and perceptions 
of safety through local laws

Pride of place and amenity Cleaning and maintenance that will provide tidy streets, buildings, surrounding roads, lanes and carparks.  
Review the frequency of bin collection, sweeping up, review service levels of streets and lanes leading into  
Fitzroy Street

Encourage traders and property owners to green the Street and create a comfortable environment

Install ambient and feature lighting 

 
 

An active street fostering our cultural 
diversity, creativity and artistic expression

Provide art within the Street

Provide buskers for music, circus performers, dance, street artists and chalk artists on weekends and conduct 
events in the Street that include a focus on place, seasons, gardens, arts, families, health, mindfulness and 
comedy

An active street that provides a sustainable 
and dynamic business environment

Work with property owners to utilise vacant shops and make them available for use by artists, creative projects 
and community initiatives 

Business attraction. Provide a tenanting mix and plan to encourage quality retailers, businesses and daytime 
trade, live music and creative venues

Undertake a footpath trading review to encourage more on-street dining and reduce fees

Improve the presence of major sporting and other events in the Street, such as the Grand Prix and Cricket at  
Junction Oval. Ensure the St Kilda Football Club has a place in its spiritual home here on Fitzroy Street and their 
presence reflects their historic identity at Junction Oval, but also celebrates the Club’s leadership of inclusion  
and pride

Simplify footpath trading permits and consider all-weather protected pavement

 

 

Outcomes Community ideas for action In progress

An active street that provides a sustainable 
and dynamic business environment

Review program of events for the Street. Ensure criteria and the delivery considers how events like the  
Grand Prix, fun runs and triathlons can best spread local economic benefit for existing businesses and traders in 
the Street. 

Review marketing and promotion approach with regards to audiences and measurement of current activity 
among key target audiences. Develop promotions that may consider a focus of Sundays in St Kilda

A vision for our future that considers 
access by all modes of transport and 
the future level of street activation and 
physical amenity 

Review two-way bike path

Encourage public transport, cycling, scootering, skateboarding, walking. Make it easier for people with disabilities 
and prams and review opportunities for park and ride, a free shuttle or short trip tram ticket to service the Fitzroy 
Street, Acland and Carlisle Street area with PTV and VicRoads

An inclusive and engaging street that 
shares our understanding of our place, 
culture and our First People

Sharing and capturing the narrative and stories of this place. Work with Yaluk-ut Weelam to provide a trail 
between Cleve Gardens and the Ngargee Tree

Create an information pack for backpackers including visit respectfully messaging

Pride of place and environment Provide building guidelines for signage, facades, awnings, shopfronts, lighting, outdoor furniture

Replace footpaths
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BEACH END 
For more than a century the connection 
to the beach has conjured a seasonal 
destination.  

The Esplanade Hotel, The Prince and 
places in between provide a frivolity 
that contrasts with the First Peoples’ 
connection to this place at Cleve Plaza.  
Re-establishing a connection between 
The Esplanade and the Street, through 
arts, markets and activations are priority 
actions though the Beach End of  
the Street.

Investments
1   Upgrade St Kilda Pier

Place projects and ideas
2  Gateway artwork at the Esplanade 

Vaults and text on walls

3  Cultural trail from Cleve Gardens  
to the Ngargee Tree

4   Summer pop-up performances at 
Catani and Cleve Gardens

5   Extension of the Esplanade Market  
to the Street

6   Ambient tree lighting

3

6
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Summer program of pop-up performances
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BEACH END

Outcomes Community ideas for action In progress

An inclusive and engaging street that 
shares our understanding of our place, 
culture and our first people

Implement visual arts in the Street, including the installation of a gateway artwork on the Esplanade Vaults, 
potential poetry on walls and trail from Cleve Gardens to the Ngargee Tree

An active street that fosters our cultural 
diversity

Program a summer pop-up performance venue: Catani Gardens (grassy hill is natural amphitheatre and just 
opposite to the gateway Fitzroy Street), or small venue in Cleve Gardens

An active street that provides a sustainable 
and dynamic business environment.

Extend Sunday Esplanade Market to Fitzroy Street, including a potential Meet the Artists market

Pride of place and amenity providing a 
comfortable street environment, that looks 
good and is well serviced 

Install ambient tree lighting

Implement better recycling initiatives such as interactive bins

Re-establishing 
a connection between 
The Esplanade and 
Fitzroy Street, through 
arts, markets and 
activations, are priority 
actions.
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Example of potential event Rainbow Road long table lunch
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CULTURE AND PRIDE 
Providing rich and unique histories 
of many of Melbourne’s counter 
cultures, Culture and Pride provides 
an opportunistic revival that will be 
celebrated with the opening of the 
Pride Centre in 2020. Key actions within 
this section of Fitzroy Street focus 
on achieving a safe and active street 
environment for all people.

Place projects and ideas
1   Program of events such as long  

        table lunch on Rainbow Road and  
        markets

2   Directional signage

3   Make a feature of heritage facades

4   Public art program

3

4

1

2
4

4

4
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The Prince

Fitz
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Acland Street

Beaconsfield Parade
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Providing rich and unique histories of 
many of Melbourne’s counter cultures, 
Culture and Pride provides an 
opportunistic revival that will be 
celebrated with the opening of 
the Pride Centre in 2020.

FITZROY STREET PLACE PLAN 29

CULTURE AND PRIDE

Outcomes Community ideas for action In progress

A safe and comfortable street that ensures 
all residents and visitors feel safe within 
this place

Strongly advocate to improve safety on Fitzroy Street and surrounding areas including Jackson Street,  
the car parks, and nearby lanes by providing more CCTV and an increase in Police presence and foot patrols

An active street that fosters our cultural 
diversity, creativity and artistic expression 
and provides a sustainable and dynamic 
business environment that is what  
we want

Improve footpath trading, provide raised platforms or permanent outdoor cooking stations

Create a program of events for locals that may include events such as regular markets Musicians Making  
a Difference and Long table community lunch on Rainbow Road

A street easy to access by all modes  
of transport

Better directional signage and wayfinding

Pride of place and amenity providing  
a comfortable street environment,  
that looks good and is well serviced

Review the verandas over footpaths between Grey and Acland Street. Audit design, lighting, safety, heaters, 
shade, shelter, dog ties, footpath furniture and bike racks 

  
Feature heritage facades

Establish a public art program
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Outdoor cinema Picnic plan and games area, Albert Park
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PARK END 
The Park End of Fitzroy Street 
provides an animated meeting 
point and commercial environment, 
complemented by the adjacent expanse 
of Albert Park.  

Containing several iconic features 
and landmarks, including the George, 
Banff, St Kilda Station, the Majestic 
Apartments, the Ritz, the Ngargee Tree 
and Junction Oval, many of the actions 
suggested in this section of the Street 
will build on the aspect of the park and 
opportunities that it provides. 

St Kilda Junction is the eastern 
entrance to Fitzroy Street from the 
main thoroughfare of St Kilda Road.  
Safety and how the Junction works 
directly impacts on the accessibility and 
amenity of Fitzroy Street.

Place projects and ideas

1   Interpretive cultural and Indigenous  
        art trail at the Ngargee Tree

2   Outdoor cinema at Junction Oval

3   Pop-up nature based play

4   Markets in the park

5   Picnic plan and games area

6   Feature lighting to trees

7   Artwork on utilities

1

2

3

3

4

5

6

6

7

Junction Oval

School

The George

Fitz
roy Stre

et Lakeside Drive

Canterbury Road
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Outcomes Community ideas for action In progress
A safe and comfortable street that ensures 
all residents and visitors feel safe within 
this place

• Work with Parks Victoria to improve lighting at the interface of the Park and along granitic paths and uplight 
feature trees

Pride of place and amenity providing  
a comfortable Street environment,  
that looks good and is well serviced

• Install feature lighting

• Plant trees to complete boulevard planting, including infilling spaces as required

• Undertake artwork on utility boxes adjacent to St Kilda Junction within Albert Park

An inclusive and engaging street that 
shares our understanding of our place and 
culture and our First People

• Promote cultural tourism within the Park End of the Street, including promotion of the Red Gum Trail within 
Albert Park Reserve. 
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Case study

Creating a sustainable street
Café and restaurant Fitzrovia operates 
up the Park End of Fitzroy Street.  

Fitzroy Street is such a unique setting 
providing a strong connection to the 
beautiful natural resource of Port 
Phillip Bay and our penguins. Much 
of what we do here in the Street ends 
up in the Bay, and we as business 
operators believe we have a strong 
role in undertaking steps to make this 
a more sustainable environment.   

Our business was part of the Smart 
Solutions for Business program,  
which helped businesses to operate 
more sustainably. 

Through this program we have learned 
that there are still many things we can 
do to improve our operations and 
strengthen our commitment to the 
environment through our business.  

Actions that we have implemented 
to date include simple things like 
changing to efficient  lighting and 
refrigeration, monitoring our water 
use and gas consumption, and taking 
home kitchen waste to compost at our 
own worm farm, but we think it would 
be great and more beneficial for all of 
us if we could do this in the Street with 
all the different businesses.

Through the above program Fitzrovia 
has averted over 39 tonnes of green 
house gas emissions which we hope 
will make a difference for future 
generations who we see from our  
café each day walking to and from  
the local school.’ 

Paul, Fitzrovia,  
café and restaurant

PARK END 

Outcomes Community ideas for action In progress

A considered vision for our future that 
reconsiders access by all modes of 
transport and the future level of street 
activation and physical amenity

Review parking restrictions

Address the pedestrian, vehicle and cyclist conflict at the bus stop and bike path, where the bike path transitions 
to the road

An active street that fosters our  
cultural diversity, creativity and artistic 
expression and provides a sustainable  
and dynamic business environment that 
has what we need and want

Review opportunities for markets in the Park (night market, food based, farmer’s market).

Work with Parks Victoria to implement the Albert Park Masterplan and to activate the southern section of  
this reserve. This may include considering park improvements to encourage use such as community gardens,  
BBQ and playgrounds, shelters and exercise equipment for personal training

Picnic Plan - work with local businesses to create picnic hampers and provide a trial of picnic tables in several 
locations near the Street within Albert Park

Implement business attraction opportunities, providing a focus on artist working spaces, creative writing, film and 
live theatre. 

Work with Junction Oval to create an outdoor cinema, providing connection with local theatre around 
programming of their events

Provide educational pop-ups including nature based play, nature in play program (mud, sticks, movable stuff for 
children), toy library, library, cardboard box construction, school holiday or after school junior ranger programs 
within Albert Park near the school

Provide outdoor games areas including giant chess, temporary putting green, mini golf, frisbee, petanque 
(temporary court), parkour, movable seating including picnic tables, lounge spaces such as deck chairs, beanbags 
and sun lounges and beach umbrellas within Albert Park
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Measuring change
MEASURING CHANGE
As we begin to implement actions to improve Fitzroy Street, it is important to understand if what we are doing  
is making a positive change. 

The measures have been selected as those that link directly with priority outcomes for the Street and will track the journey towards fulfilling the vision statements. 
Reviews will accommodate seasonal variation and be considered every six months of the program. 

Outcomes Place capital Measure/indicators Baseline 2019/20 Aspirational Target - December 2021

A safe street that 
ensures all residents 
and visitors feel safe 
and welcome within 
this place

Social

Social

Social

Social

Net Promoter Score -  Detractors and  
Passive observations

Crime Statistics

This place feels safe positive / very positive  
within Place Audits perceptions of safety

Safety Concerns in Fitzroy Street
CCTV Intercept Surveys

May 2019 
NPS score -36.7. Current detractors 
associated with safety that have a need  
for improvement, including: 
• homelessness
• make it safer
• presence of drugs
• drunken behaviour

Baseline 2018 
• Crimes against person 2018 (34)
• Property and deception offences (55)
• Drug offences (9)
• Public order and security offences (19)
• Justice procedures (10)

Baseline: Place Audits – This place feels safe 
(positive / very positive response) 
November 2018 
• Location 1: 46%
• Location 2: 95%
• Location 3: 95%
• Location 4: 90%
• Location 5: 72% 

February 2019
• Drug dealing and use 6.6%
• Alcohol related violence 6.9%

NPS score -20. None of these are 
detractors for the place in 2021

0 offences and crimes against person 
within the Street and surrounds 

• Target 95%
• All locations within the precinct 

to provide positive / very positive 
response   

 
Target below 6%
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Outcomes Place capital Measure/indicators Baseline 2019/20 Aspirational Target - December 2021

An active street that 
provides a sustainable 
and dynamic business 
environment

Economic

Economic

Cultural

Social

Economic

Number of active shop fronts (day / night)

Vacancy rate

Sustaining our live music venues

Pedestrian counts

Participant response and rating of good shops 
and businesses within Place Audits

Baseline June 2019 
Day 68 / Night 48

Baseline May 2018
29 commercial/ground floor commercial retail 
vacancies 24% Street overall 2019  

Baseline May 2019 
11 live music venues

Baseline May 2019
Pedestrian Counts

Fitzroy and Acland Street 
Total Daily Count
• Tuesday: 5,193
• Total Daily Count Saturday: 6,601

Fitzroy and Jackson Street
Total Daily Count
• Tuesday: 2,569
• Total Daily Count Saturday: 3,294

Fitzroy and Princess Street 
Total Daily Count
• Tuesday: 6,424
• Total Daily Count Saturday: 6,313

Baseline November 2018 
Place Audits – good shops and businesses 
(positive / very positive response) Street 
overall 54%  

Day 100 / night 100

Target 8%

Increase in live music venues

Increase all counts, focussing on bringing 
Culture and Pride in line with the rest of 
the Street.

Target 85% Street overall positive / 
very positive response. 

Economic

Economic

Level of investment

Average rental valuation

• Number of planning approvals 2018/19
• $ Value of planning approvals 2018/19

Baseline 
• 2016: $625
• 2018: $550

Outcomes Place capital Measure/indicators Baseline 2019/20 Aspirational Target - December 2021
A safe and 
comfortable street that 
ensures all residents 
are welcome in this 
place

Social Request to Council (CRM) Baseline 2018/19 financial year
Number of homelessness CRM 
requests 2019: 96 

Target 0

Pride of place and 
amenity providing  
a comfortable street 
environment,  
that looks good and is 
well serviced

Social

Social

Social

Positive advocacy and would recommend 
friends and family come to this place

Pride and Stewardship rating positive / 
very positive within Place Audits  

Top three cited improvements to make you 
more likely to recommend visiting 

Baseline May 2019 
Net promoter score -36.7   

Baseline December 2018 
Place Audits – this place positive /  
very positive within Place Audits - 58%  

Baseline May 2019 
• Homelessness 50.8%
• Vacancy 27%
• Cleanliness 19.8%

Target -20 

Target This Place Positive /  
Very Positive within Place Audits - 100%  

By 2021, none of these are significant 
detractors in the Fitzroy Street Precinct.
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REFERENCE GROUP: CHECKING IN ON OUR PROGRESS

The Fitzroy Street Reference Group is responsible for contributing to the development  
of the place identity, vision and Place Plan for Fitzroy Street and overseeing the implementation  
of these activities. Outlining measures of success for the Group will ensure we understand  
how it is tracking. 

Outcomes Measure/indicators Baseline 2019/19 Aspirational Target - December 2021
Effort and Engagement Attendance at Reference Group sessions and 

place planning sessions 
Attendees representing:
• 3 x Fitzroy Street Business Association
• 2 x outreach services
• 3 x ward Councillors
• 2 x property owners
• 1 x experience of lived homelessness
• 1 x Victoria Police
• 1 x Victorian Pride Centre
• 1 x St Kilda Park Primary School
• 4 x resident group representatives

Maintain cohort of representatives from 
each interested party and have them 
represented at 90% of Reference Group 
Meetings

Decision Making Tracking whether decisions made by the 
Reference Group are being actualised

Decisions to be recorded as actions, and 
required to self-monitor progress

All decisions resulting in an action are 
closed off

Funding Track any funding and grants obtained  
by the Reference Group for the Street.  
E.g. Creative Victoria contribution, Rotary new 
business grant etc

To be recorded in Place Reference Group 
meetings along with Actions

A final reference of any grants obtained, 
and their application and success
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Place audit survey locations 
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HOW DID WE GET HERE?

Community input and leadership has been 
integral to the development of the Place Plan 
for Fitzroy Street. Having the community and 
stakeholders involved from the start to articulate 
and commit to an agreed vision and plan of 
actions commenced in July 2018.  

Much of Placemaking in Fitzroy 
Street during the first year has been 
about taking the time to hear what 
is working well, and how deeply 
connected the community are to  
this place. 

Hundreds of preliminary discussions 
with residents, traders and property 
owners have resulted in the trialling 
of various ideas and activations to 
make Fitzroy Street a better place.  

Many of these conversations, 
alongside the three place planning 
sessions and the establishment of 
the Fitzroy Street Reference Group, 
have helped shape the vision, key 
outcomes and actions in this Plan.  

The Fitzroy Street Reference Group 
is made up of 27 representatives of 
residents' groups and associations, 
traders and the Fitzroy Street 
Business Association, representatives 
from St Kilda Park Primary School, 
residents with lived experience 
of homelessness, Victoria Police 
and local service providers, Ward 
Councillors and staff.

The Group has met monthly since its 
establishment in May 2019 and has 
overseen the development of this 
Plan and future implementation. 

Having the community 
and stakeholders 
involved from the 
start to articulate 
and commit to an agreed 
vision and plan of 
actions commenced 
in July 2018.
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Fitzroy Street Placemaking 2018/19 - Year one 
Program establishment - consultation and Place Planning sessions

July August September October November December January February March April May June

Preliminary Consultations
• Residents
• Traders
• Property owners

Question asked:
What are the strengths  
and weaknesses of  
this place?

Place Audit year 1
Assessment of place 
attributes, including:
• access and linkages
• comfort and image
• uses and activities
• sociability.

Place Planning  
sessions 1, 2 and 3
What are our aspirations 
and ideas, and what are 
the quick wins we can 
trial?

Establish Place  
Reference Group
Confirm our vision and 
document our priorities 
in a Place Plan

Place  
Reference  
Group 
meeting 1

Place  
Reference  
Group 
meeting 2
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Fitzroy Street Placemaking 2018/19 - Year one 
Program achievements

July August September October November December January February March April May June

1
2

3 4
5

6
7

1
2
3

6
4 5

1 2

Quick wins outcomes on the ground

1  Seating planter trial 
Provided landscaping around 
existing fixed public seats

2  Public access - café style  
seating trial 
Replaced fixed publicly accessible 
seats made inaccessible through 
planter trial 

3  December Markets 
Three markets with 30 stalls leading 
to Christmas

4  Vacant shop activation feasibility 
Feasibility study and scope of 
potential activation project in  
the Street

5  Fitzroy Street Love My  
Place website (continuing) 
Online platform to share ideas

6  Musician parking permits 
Installation of signage and issue of 
permits across the Street

7  Service provider safety workshops 
Hot-spots and root-cause sessions

Supporting Council's programs

1  Local Laws joint patrols with Victoria 
Police and daily street cleaning 
(continuing)

• Site clean-ups removing 
approximately 100 kg at each visit  
Direct contacts with individuals 
indicating that they are homeless

• Fortnightly forum partners to 
coordinate efforts and support 
pathways out of homelessness

2  Street cleaning and graffiti owner  
opt-out (continuing) 
Council obtained consent to  
remove graffiti for all occupied 
privately owned buildings fronting 
Fitzroy Street.

3  Footpath trading review 
Introduction of a Fitzroy Street 
Revitalisation Rate decreased

4  Pilot parking price review 
Reduced hourly rate trial

5  Footpath renewal

6  Pride Centre - Planning  
approval and transfer of site  
to Victorian Pride Centre 
Council's contribution $13 million

Other projects and events

1  Reopening of the 
Esplanade Hotel

2  Demolition of the  
Pride Centre 

 Continues to next year
 Continues to next year
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Fitzroy Street Placemaking 2019/20 - Year two 
Place Plan implementation

July August September October November December January February March April May June

Place  
Reference  
Group 
meeting 3

Place  
Reference  
Group 
meeting 4

Place Planning  
session 4
Outcome
Share our vision, 
priorities and  
Place Plan

Place  
Reference  
Group 
meeting 5

Place  
Reference  
Group 
meeting 6

 
Place Audits 2
Outcome
Ongoing assessment 
of place attributes, 
including:
• access and linkages
• comfort and image
• uses and activities
• sociability.

Place  
Reference  
Group 
meeting 7

Place  
Reference  
Group 
meeting 8

Place  
Reference  
Group 
meeting 9

Placemaking 
Fitzroy 
Street 
Review
Review 
priorities  
and revisit 
Place Plan

Place  
Reference  
Group 
meeting 10
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Fitzroy Street Placemaking 2019/20 - Year two 
Place Plan achievements

July August September October November December January February March April May June

1
2

3
4

1
2
3
4

1
2

Quick wins outcomes on the ground

1  Vacant shopfront 
activations

2  Trader Custodian - 
publicly accessible seats

3  Art activation -  
LUMINOUS

4  Love My Place grants 
Community-driven grants 
program for potential 
markets, indigenous trail, 
outdoor cinema, music, 
buskers, picnic tables, 
business mentoring, police 
bikes, welcomers program

5  Love My Place  
implementation

Supporting Council's programs

1  Footpath trading review - Fitzroy Street Revitalisation Rate

2  Local Laws joint patrols with Victoria Police and daily street 
cleaning

3  Rapid-response clean-up crew

4  Review of street cleaning and graffiti owner opt-out

5

3 4
5

6
7

Other projects and events

1  Construction of the Pride Centre

2  Wine and cider event

3  Rain Room

4  Halloween

5  Midsumma Pride March

6  Grand Prix

7  Delivery of Love My Place grants projects

 Continues to next year
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WHAT'S NEXT
Given the nature of Placemaking 
i.e. to test and trial new ways 
of working,  outcomes may 
be altered, pivoted, ceased or 
additional outcomes prioritised 
for action during the year in 
response to feedback from the 
community.

As such, this is a living document, 
and it will be reviewed and 
updated by the Reference Group 
at regular intervals. An outline 
for year three activities will be 
added.
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For more information, please contact

 ASSIST 03 9209 6777
 placemaking@portphillip.vic.gov.au
 fitzroystreet.lovemyplace.com.au

If you are deaf or have hearing or speech impairment,  
you can phone us through the National Relay Service 
(NRS):
- TTY users dial 133677, then ask for 03 9209 6777
- Speak & Listen users phone 1300 555 727,  

then ask 03 9209 6777
For more information visit www.relayservice.gov.au

If you require a large print version 
contact ASSIST on 03 9209 6777

Language assistance


